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A time-travelerâ€™s guide to sightseeing and survival in the land of the pharaohs. Itâ€™s 1225 BC,

and one of the mightiest pharaohs of them all, Ramesses II, rules a land that is both powerful and

wealthy. Egypt is stunningly beautiful with a pleasant climate year-round, and if that alone isnâ€™t a

big enough draw for the time-traveler, the fruits of Egyptian civilization are plentiful and worthy of

contemplation. Pyramids and temples to the gods abound, and colossal statues of Egyptâ€™s

divine rulers are seemingly everywhere. The Egyptians, however, are not particularly fond of

foreigners, and just getting to Egypt can be arduous. Here is the inside scoop on how to enter and

travel through Egypt, conform to its customs and expectations, and appreciate its often mysterious

culture. Youâ€™ll travel the Nile from north to south, stopping at such intriguing places as Memphis,

Akhetaten, Abydos, and Thebes, where Egyptâ€™s grand past and present unfold before you.

Egypt has long been a subject of broad popular interest, and this book provides an enjoyable

glimpse of the ancient empire and its industrious people. Advice for the traveler in ancient Egypt . . .

Foreigners might be bewildered by animal-headed deities and what appear to be numerous

contradictions in Egyptian theology. Not to worry! Thereâ€™s a system behind it.Donâ€™t bring up

the topic of the renegade pharaoh, Akhenaten, among new acquaintances. Many wish he hadnâ€™t

existed.Should you need to visit an Egyptian physician, thereâ€™s a good chance heâ€™ll prescribe

a purge of one sort or another, accompanied by a magic spell. 16 color and 46 black-and-white

illustrations
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Terrific introductory book but full of facts. I am an Egyptology student and found this book really

helpful as a snapshot of Ancient Egypt at the time of Ramses II. I recommended it to a 15 year old

staying with me who is fascinated by Egyptology and she loved it and intends to buy her own copy.

It is just like a modern travel guide but written as a guide to a foreigner at the time of Ramses II. It

full of facts presented in a unusual format with some great pictures showing you Egypt at that time. I

particularly liked the one of Karnak. If you are coming to Egypt as a tourist then this book will be

good background reading as most of the monuments you see are those described in the book. I

have attended lectures by the author and he has a humorous, quirky style and the book is just like

that too. 100% recommended

This is the perfect book for both academic and enthusiastic amateur alike. It accomplishes the

difficult task of being chock-full of information (Ryan is a well-regarded and widely published college

professor with many years' experience excavating in Egypt and beyond) whilst being readable,

engaging and humorous. It is genuinely enjoyable!The book encourages the reader to consider

ancient Egyptian culture through the eyes of an Egyptian traveler ca. 1250BC during the New

Kingdom reign of Ramesses II. This is a pleasing twist on more traditional and frequently drier

tourist/academic literature. The scope is wide-ranging but doesn't skimp on detail. Ryan provides

general information for the visitor - what to wear, when to go, money, food, drink and social norms

as well as a giving a broader perspective of the ancient land - its history, geography, religion, art

and building practices. The traveler is guided from the north (Memphis, Saqqara, Giza etc), through

Middle Egypt (Dahshur, the Fayyum, Amarna) and on towards the south (Thebes, Aswan and into

Nubia - the north of modern Sudan).Thames and Hudson have a history of publishing finely

presented works and this book is no exception. The text is complemented by well-chosen

illustrations consisting of line drawings, paintings and photographs; many of the drawings come

from classic early publications including Lepsius, Champollion, and the epic Description de

l'Ã‰gypte. There are a couple of sections of full-color plates. Interesting facts are highlighted

throughout in separate text boxes along with a selection of excerpts from ancient Egyptian spells,

poems and letters. The books wraps up with maps/plans and a useful (and amusing)

glossary/phrase list: "Nefer Kemet er-see er tay-ee khaset kheset."If you have a passion for Egypt

or are a traveler looking for literary transportation to pastures new - buy this book!

This is probably not a standard kind of review, because I'll say right up front that I had the privilege



of reading the book in manuscript and I'm proud to be a friend and colleague of the author for these

past more than 20 years. (Egyptology is a fairly small world and in our field this is pretty common

knowledge.) I have particular tastes in reading -- I like books that can transport me to another time

or place or create another environment that I can see and sense around me. As soon as I started

reading this book I realized that it fulfilled those expectations and was not simply a work of

Egyptological reference. Also, even as an Egyptologist who has been publishing for more than 40

years, I found that I was learning things from this book and that Don's peerless hands-on familiarity

with ancient Egypt's material culture had produced a book very pleasantly written but unobtrusively

and un-ostentatiously full of information. In fact, books that present the entire gamut of information

found in Ancient Egypt on 5 Deben a Day in such a balanced and compact form are pretty scarce.

Those with whom I have shared this book have been uniformly enthusiastic. I encourage and

indeed urge anyone curious about ancient Egypt -- and I know from experience (starting with my

own voyage of discovery starting in my teenage years) that there are a lot of such people -- to give

this book a try and take a trip to ancient Egypt.Edmund S. Meltzer PhD

This is a smart, witty book that explains life in ancient Egypt (during the reign of Ramses II) as

though it is a travel book. It is loaded with a lot of information. Place names are the ancient

Egyptian, not the Greek or Arabic names commonly used. I highly recommend this book!

OK, so it's not really a history. It does, however, provide fascinating insights into what it might have

been like to visit Egypt in 1250 BCE. This is the drollest of a great series about travel to past

cultures. If nothing else, you'll learn what a deben is!

This was easy to read, interesting, and helpful. I like the author's writing style and sense of humor. I

will definitely buy the other Traveling on 5 books if they are this good.
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